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ABSTRACT
The continued growth of portable, wireless enabled devices
with massive storage capacity and powerful CPUs are making the wide spread use of mobile databases a reality. Mobile
devices are increasingly used for database driven applications such as product inventory tracking, sales order entry,
and customer relationship management. These applications
have changed the way mobile applications access and manage data. Instead of storing data in a central database,
data is being moved closer to applications to increase efficiency and autonomy. This trend leads to many interesting
problems in mobile database research. In this paper I survey recent research in mobile database caching strategies. I
overview systems built using avoidance-based approaches to
cache invalidation. With each system I describe incremental improvements over previous work. I also briefly survey
recent related work on conflict avoidance schemes.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Everyday mobile devices are becoming cheaper, more powerful, storing more information, and lasting longer. These
devices, which include handheld devices and their larger
counterpart, the laptop, are becoming an increasingly useful
tools for mobile users. Connectivity to the Internet has become ubiquitous, and mobile devices are increasingly used
for database driven tasks such as product inventory tracking,
sales order entry, and customer relationship management.
These applications have changed the way mobile applications access and manage data. Instead of storing data in
a central location, i.e. on a server on the Internet, data is
being moved closer to applications. This enables data processing to be performed more efficiently and autonomously.
While mobile database systems are commonly regarded as a
form of distributed system, there are several characteristics
that uniquely constrain solutions to the problem.
• Limited Resources: The CPU power, memory, and

persistent storage of mobile devices is continuously increasing; however, they still significantly lag behind
non-mobile systems such as servers on the Internet.
Depending on the sized of the database, limited CPU,
memory capacity could prevent a mobile device performing even simple operations on local data. Limited
storage capacity also makes it commonly infeasible to
cache entire databases to a mobile devices.
• Limited energy: Mobile devices have a limited amount
of energy. CPU intensive operations, disk I/O, and
network connectivity all have an energy cost that must
be minimized in a mobile database system.
• Disconnection: Mobile devices may roam in and out
of network connectivity and experience variable bandwidth in different geographical locations. Interaction
between a mobile device and a database is directly affected by the device’s network connectivity.
• Bandwidth asymmetry: Wireless bandwidth in the
downstream direction is often much greater than bandwidth in the upstream direction.
We begin by considering the standard design of a mobile
database system. Mobile devices (clients) containing datacentric applications roam between wireless cells and access a
centralized database(s). The cell could be cellular network
coverage or a wireless local area network. A common goal in
mobile database systems is to minimize the amount of data
transmitted over the wireless link between the server to the
mobile client [4].
Today, it is common for mobile database applications to
query a central database directly. Direct (synchronous) calls
to a database guarantee a consistent up-to-date view of the
database; however, they require full connectivity, constrain
mobility, and drain the battery extraneously. As have seen
in [32], high data rate wireless access using as EVDO or
802.11 are fast enough to allow for synchronous database access for current mobile workloads. In [32], Tolia defines the
MobileSales benchmark based on TCP-App that represents
the workload of a travelling sales person entering orders,
creating customers, etc. Using this workload, the average
latency was less than one second over an EVDO connection.
For current workloads, many of today’s wireless networks
are fast enough to provide reasonably fast synchronous access, but mobile clients must still minimize wireless communication to save both energy, and when transmitting over
cellular networks, money.

Querying the database directly is a common, robust method
for accessing databases on the Internet. As high-speed wireless networks continue to proliferate, the limitations of bandwidth asymmetry and disconnection have a diminishing effect on mobile database design. However, the bulk of mobile database research continues to consider all four of the
above device characteristics. The common assumption is
that accessing central databases for every operations can be
prohibitively expensive and can significantly impact that response time and throughput of a mobile application. Caching
data and then performing local queries on the cache has
become a common use case. Caching increases the performance of local queries, but comes at a cost of complicated
cache maintenance strategies.
The above characteristics coupled with a growth in datacentric applications on the devices leads to an old research
challenge. How do we maintain consistency of cached data
on a resource constrained, nomadic, periodically disconnected
device, while minimizing power consumption? This paper
surveys answers solutions to this classic problem.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section I
provide background to mobile database research by outlining
previous surveys in the area. In Section 3 I survey recent,
widely cited research in avoidance-based mobile database
caching. I conclude in Section 4.

2.

PREVIOUS WORK

The topic of mobile database systems was introduced by
Imielinski and Badrinath in 1993 in [14] and [15]. This paper
categorizes new research issues introduced by mobile computing into three areas: mobility, disconnection, and new
data access modes.
Mobility of database users created problems surrounding location dependent queries. For example, a query of local
hospital locations could explicitly or implicitly consider the
current location. Mobility also lead to problems within dynamic replication schemes. To maintain performance transparency, data can be replicated on the basis of changing
”centers of activity”. In practice, the challenge of relocating
data closer to a mobile user did not take off in the database
community. The bottleneck to mobile database operations
continues to be the wireless link and the database itself, not
the backhaul connection.
Disconnection from a master database introduces the problem of cache consistency. The trade off between connectivity
and cache consistency has been the foundation of many mobile database systems. Strongly connected mobile users may
afford strict consistency, while weak connectivity requires a
more flexible approach of weak consistency. Hand off and
recovery was also introduced as a challenge area with many
open questions. What should happen if a mobile switches off
or loses connectivity in the middle of a transaction? What
is the appropriate transaction model or concurrency control scheme? What trade offs between connectivity, power
consumption, and resources on the mobile device should be
considered when interacting with a database system? As we
will see, these questions are still explored in today’s mobile
database research.

Issues surrounding new access methods were motivated by
the wireless transmission medium and by power restrictions
of mobile devices. This area considers trade offs between remote and local execution of queries. For example, transmitting data over a wireless medium consumes an order of magnitude more power than receiving [15]; however, the power
cost can be mitigated by faster execution on a remote server
and less power consumed during local processing.
In [1], Alonso and Korth introduce other issues relevant to
mobile database systems: query optimization and transaction models. They hypothesize that wireless networks will
be heterogeneous, with varying monetary and energy costs.
Query optimization on mobile devices would need to consider monetary network access costs as well as energy consumption. Fault tolerance due to frequent disconnection was
predicted to be a major issue in mobile databases. Servers
would need to seamlessly take over a transaction when a
mobile disconnects from a database server. Disconnection
prediction would need to be exploited to download data that
may be needed (proactive cache injection).
In 1995, Dunham and Helal [7] argue that data management in mobile computing environments is similar to that
of a distributed system. They present open challenges in
mobile database systems and argue that many of the research challenges are the same; they simply have different
solutions. Through comparison of distributed and mobile
data management systems they conclude by categorizing
mobile computing database environments as a mobile heterogeneous multi-database system.
The most recent mobile database survey was in 1999 by
Barbará [3]. This paper surveys each distinctive feature of
mobile computing and how they impact the implementation
of databases for mobile computers.
Barbará outlines several key challenge areas remaining in
mobile database research: prototyping, effective bandwidth
utilization, transactional properties, optimization of location dependent query processing, and data visualization.
Since Barbará’s 1999 survey the body of mobile computing
research has grown dramatically. Mobile database caching
is a prime research area within the challenge area of effective
bandwidth utilization.

3.

MOBILE DATABASE CACHING

Conventional database caching designs assume both strong
connectivity [9] and symmetric bandwidth. In these systems, caching is used primarily as a performance optimization. In mobile environments, where network disconnection
and asymmetric bandwidth is a standard mode of operation,
caching is essential to maintain service. Mobile database literature has well proven that caching of frequently accessed
items is a useful technique for reducing wireless bandwidth
requirements and coping with disconnection [4, 6, 8, 16, 36].
However, the use of mobile caching systems raises the challenge of ensuring that transaction semantics are not violated
as a result of the creation and destruction of cached data.
In [10] these algorithms are defined as transactional cache
consistency maintenance algorithms. These algorithms can
be divided into two categories [10]:

• Avoidance-based: Servers either send invalidation
messages to signal that a cached item must be updated
or, depending on usage patterns, send the update itself.
• Detection-based: Clients send queries to the database
server to validate cached data.

Avoidance-based approaches have largely dominated mobile
database literature. In this survey I will focus on this approach only; however, it is easy to see that many avoidancebased techniques can be modified to fit a detection-based
scheme. Most of the caching scheme discussed ignore the
problem of transaction conflicts that arise naturally when
utilizing a local cache. In 3.2 I briefly examine recent cache
conflict avoidance schemes in mobile databases.

3.1

Avoidance-based Approach

Conventional avoidance-based approaches are designed to
enforce consistency by making it impossible for transactions to ever access stale data. Database servers enforce
consistency by directly manipulating the contents of clients’
caches. One way to accomplish this is through the use of
broadcasting of updates [24, 27], invalidation messages, and
invalidation reports [15, 28, 4]1 .
Naively broadcasting database updates to mobile clients [24,
27] is widely considered unpractical and not considered in
recent literature. Invalidation messages are sent to clients
caching particular data. This approach requires that the
server maintain the state of each client. When clients become disconnect, upon reconnection they must connect to
the server to receive any pending invalidation messages. This
approach is efficient from the perspective of client cache
consistency and minimizes communication between client
and server; however, maintaining the state of each client’s
database cache does not scale well.
The broadcasting of invalidation reports is designed to solve
the scalability problem. Invalidation reports accommodate
occasional disconnection by mobile clients and contain aggregate information about data items that have changed.
Reports remove the need for the server to maintain the state
of each client. Reports are broadcast to all clients and the
report itself represents the state of data that could be cached
at each client. When receiving an invalidation broadcasts,
mobile clients compare the set of invalidated objects to the
objects in its cache. Invalidated objects may be evicted or
refreshed (if needed). Generally, each invalidation report
carries a timestamp from its issuing service. The validity of
a client’s cache is therefore valid as of the last invalidation
report received. The simplicity of invalidation reports has
been adopted in many recent papers [16, 19, 34]. Based on
the timing of the reports being sent, broadcast techniques
come in two forms:
1

The use of the word broadcast is loosely defined in mobile
database caching literature. Literature predating the year
2000 commonly refer to broadcasts over the wireless channel. In practice, many networks do not support broadcasts
(flooding). In recent literature, broadcast are generally a
server initiated push of information as either as network
unicast or multicast.

• Synchronous: In a synchronous approach [4, 33, 35]
cache invalidation reports are broadcast periodically.
Synchronous servers aggregate updates over a fixed
period of time and then broadcast these invalidation
reports with the time of the updates all in one message. The draw back to this approach is that latency
is introduced between the time of the update and the
invalidation broadcast.
• Asynchronous: In an asynchronous approach [17,
21, 33, 34] the database server broadcasts an invalidation report as soon as an item in the database changes.
The biggest problem with this approach is the unpredictable amount of time a client must wait for an invalidation message.

There are many trade offs when designing systems that use
invalidation reports. These trade offs are discussed in detail in [4] that served to motivate subsequent research. One
obvious research direction was to minimize the size of the
invalidation report. Yuen et al. in [38] propose the invalidation scheme, Invalidation by Absolute Validity Interval
(IAVI). This method exploits pre-defined patterns in how
data changes. The predicted period of validity of a data
item is defined to be the Absolute Validity Interval (AVI).
The AVI is distributed to mobile clients as an invalidation.
A mobile client can verify the validity of a cached data item
by comparing the last update time with the AVI. The client
invalidates items in its cache if the current time exceeds the
validity period of the AVI. The use of AVIs allows mobile
clients to estimate the validity of its cache during periods of
disconnection. For example, suppose a database is known
to update hourly with new price information. AVIs on data
allows a mobile sales agent that is disconnected between
updates to query its database cache with a reasonable certainty that the information is valid. When the mobile client
is connected, the database server sends invalidation reports
to inform clients of changes to AVIs rather than data item
itself. Performance studies show that the use of IAVI significantly reduces the mean response time and invalidation
report size over previous bit-sequence [16] and timestamp
[4] mobile cache invalidation schemes.
A key characteristic that should be considered in a mobile
caching scheme systems is power consumption. While it is
understood that techniques that minimize wireless communication prolong battery life, the magnitude of savings is
rarely quantified in mobile database literature. Wu et al. in
[37] was one of the first papers to consider power consumption on mobile cache invalidation. Their invalidation scheme
is called Grouping with cold update-set retention (GCORE).
This scheme also uses invalidation reports to inform clients
of updated objects in the database. This scheme differs from
previous approaches in that it salvages as many cached objects as possible after a reconnection, if they are still valid.
Upon reconnection, GCORE invalidates its cache based on
the first broadcast invalidation report it receives. GCORE
then checks the validity of the remaining items by querying
the database server2 .
2
It should be noted that this approach implies that GCORE
utilizes both the avoidance and detection-based approaches.

The power optimization in GCORE comes from reducing the
communication overhead from client to server when validating its cache and from the server to clients when broadcasting updates. This reduction is achieved through grouping
of objects. Each group within GCORE maintains two sets
of objects: the hot update set and the cold update set. The
hot update set represents objects that are frequently updated by transactions on the server. The cold update set
contains objects that are infrequently updated. In GCORE,
when a mobile client attempts to validate its cache, instead
of invalidating an entire group, the cold update set of objects is retained if all of the updated objects (most likely
objects in the hot set) had been included in the most recently broadcast invalidation report. The GCORE server
maintains a simple group update history that dynamically
excludes the hot update set from response to the client’s
cache validation request. By efficiently retaining the cold
update sets of groups on a mobile client, GCORE requires
less energy consumption than previous techniques.
Tan outlines another novel energy optimization in [30]. In
this paper he presents an improved bit-sequence scheme that
allows clients to listen only the portion of the report that is
of interest to them. Ignoring invalidation reports known to
be irrelevant allows a mobile device to disable its wireless
antenna and thus save power. Unfortunately, this approach
relies on strict time synchronization between the mobile device and the broadcasting server and interferes with other
network applications on the mobile device. The approach is
novel, but difficult to practically deploy.
In [20], Lee et al. present Opportunistic Concurrency Control with Update Timestamp (OCC-UTS). OCC-UTS again
uses the wireless broadcast medium to propagate invalidation reports to mobile clients. In OCC-UTS, cache consistency checks differ from previous techniques. In [4, 36] read
operations on the database cache were deferred. Applications were blocked on the database operation until the next
broadcast is received and the consistency of the cache can
be verified. This technique introduces serializability issues,
which are not discussed in this survey; however, it is clear
that applications accessing the mobile database would have
the freshest data available. The major drawback to [4, 36]
is that blocking on the next invalidation broadcast or until the device enters connectivity loses the benefit of client
caching (especially if the client’s cache is valid). In OCCUTS, mobile database queries are returned immediately if
the requested data is in the cache. If the data is not cached,
OCC-UTS connects to the central database to fetch the requested data. In the cached case, the returned may be stale.
OCC-UTS relies on the fact that conflicts derived from stale
data will be detected on the client when an invalidation report is received, or by the server when the mobile client
attempts to commit an update.
If the mobile transaction is an update that needs to commit,
the client sends a request to commit to the server. OCCUTS uses optimistic concurrency control to determine if a
transaction is serializable. When a mobile wants to commit a transaction, instead of purely comparing the read sets
with the write sets of other transactions3 , the OCC-UTS
3

The protocol for pure backward validation [12].

server compares timestamps on each mobile update with
the last update stored on the server to determine of the
transaction is serializable. If the transaction is serializable,
then it is committed; otherwise the transaction is aborted
at the client. In terms of transaction performance, OCCUTS is compared to WoundCertifier [2] (the state of the art
in 1999). OCC-UTS has higher transaction throughput and
significantly less wireless communication than WoundCertifier. I will revisit WoundCertifier as a conflict avoidance
scheme in 3.2.
We end this topic with the most recent work by Su et al.
[29] that defines a technique for composing near optimal invalidation reports using bit-sequence algorithms [16]. This
work follows earlier work by Hou et al. on optimal invalidation report construction [13] and is based on the bitsequence approach presented in [11]. Two techniques are
commonly used to reduce the size of an invalidation report:
bit-sequence mapping and update aggregation. Update aggregation is often used in conjunction with bit-sequence algorithms to reduce the number of timestamps in a report.
Instead of having one timestamp for each updated item, the
report uses only one timestamp, which is the time when the
report is to be delivered. Update aggregation is successful
in reducing the size of the report; however, the accuracy of
the report is reduced and valid items count be falsely invalidated. This paper considers the problem of false invalidation
on cached items when there is insufficient time detail in the
invalidation report. In this approach they exploit clients’
disconnection patterns (i.e. the distribution of the time
spans between disconnection and reconnection) to reduce
the rate of false invalidations. They analyze the relationship between false invalidations and reconnection patterns
and formulate a technique that reorganizes the hierarchy of
bit-sequences to take into account clients’ reconnection patterns. Through simulation they show that their technique
has significant improvements over [13], but in practice the
technique has an enormous overhead and does not scale to
many many clients.

3.2

Conflict Avoidance

Actively maintaining a database cache improves local application performance when performing read only operations.
However, the complexity of maintaining a mobile database
cache increases dramatically when clients are allowed to perform updates. The naive approach to the database update
problem is to forward all updates directly to the central
database. This restricts database updates to when the device is within wireless coverage. We require a means for
mobile devices to perform independent operations on the
database.
An approach that nicely illustrates the trade off between mobile computing characteristics is Barbará’s WoundCertifier
protocol [2]. The WoundCertifier protocol is a slight variation of the invalidation report caching schemes described
in 3.1. This work follows from [4]. In the WoundCertifier
protocol, the database server periodically broadcasts certification reports over the wireless channel. Certification reports contain a list of read and write sets of current active
transactions that have requested to commit and have been
“certified” by the database server. When a mobile client
receives an invalidation report it checks if any of its current

transactions conflict the read and write sets of the certification report. A major advantage of WoundCertifier over
previous cache schemes is that mobile clients do not commit a transaction unless it is guaranteed to commit. If a
transaction on the mobile client’s read set intersects with a
committing transaction’s write set, then the mobile client
can abort the transaction itself.
WoundCertifier exploits excess CPU and memory resources
on the mobile to offload workload from the database server.
Only when mobile clients cannot self verify that a local
transaction will commit will they contact the database server.
WoundCertifier therefore scales to a much larger pool of concurrent clients at the cost of increased wireless communication pushing certification reports to clients. In this paper it
is shown that for write intensive workloads, WoundCertifier
reduces communication between the client and the server by
as much as 90% by detecting conflicts at the mobile client.
Another common approach to share data efficiently over
a wide area of mobile environment with less communication overhead is optimistic replication [26]. In [31] mobile
clients each maintain a local copy of the database4 . Each
client makes modifications to its local replicated copy of
the database. During periods of connectivity updates are
integrated into the common database. The reconciliation
process may result in a different final database state that
the mobile clients cannot independently determine. Mobile
clients may be required to abort transactions that had previously been committed during local transactions. Although
this technique is proven to work reliably, aborting a mobile
transaction after the user believes it is committed is generally not feasible.
Phatak and Badrinath offer a preliminary solution to the
mobile-client-server reconciliation problem [23]. Their approach is based on multiversioning of mobile replicas. Multiversioning allows them to use snapshot isolation, (as explained in [5]), to commit multiple transactions as long as
the data items in its write set are not overwritten after these
data items were read by the transaction. Their technique
is also shown to increase the probability of reconciliation.
This method makes an incremental contribution over previous work; however, if the preconditions of the read and write
dataset are not met, a condition that the mobile database
cannot control, the mobile transaction would still be required to abort.
In [25], Preguiça et al. take an alternative approach. In their
scheme, portions of a central database can only be modified if a mobile client holds a reservation. They present
a middleware library called Mobisnap that allows mobile
clients to independently guarantee that their updates will
be executed on a central database server without conflicts.
Mobisnap operates by caching a database snapshot on the
mobile device. During periods of disconnections, Mobisnap
tentatively applies mobile transactions to the local database
cache. Applications running on mobile devices submit updates to the central database by sending it small PL/SQL
“mobile transactions”. When the client enters network cov4

The literature commonly considers the replica a full replica;
however, a partial replica of the database could be used on
a storage constrained device.

erage, these transactions are propagated to the server and
re-executed against the shared database. Local tentative
transactions are considered final if the mobile has acquired
enough reservations from the database server. Mobile clients
obtain reservations from the server before disconnecting. A
reservation is given by the server to allow a mobile client
specific state altering operations on the database. Reservations allow mobile clients to guarantee the final state of
the database independently because reservations guarantee
that no conflict will arise when the mobile transaction is
re-executed on the central database server. Unlike previous
systems [22, 18], verification of available reservations is performed transparently to the application. No special function
is required to access or modify reserved data.

4.

CONCLUSION

As the technology underlying today’s mobile platforms continues to improve, the everyday use of mobile databases will
surely increase. Although wireless networks continue to increase in speed, efficient and robust mobile database caching
will continue to be an essential component of any mobile
database system.
In this paper I have surveyed the most widely cited work in
mobile database caching strategies. The amount of research
in this area has become enormous. This survey only skims
the surface of what has become, and will continue to be, a
large and fertile area of research.
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